Connect with us on Facebook to stay up to date on upcoming performance and streaming opportunities.

We will not have public audiences for any indoor concerts, except for supervising faculty members and technical staff.

All performances in Beckwith Recital Hall and Festival Concert Hall will be recorded and livestreamed to the general public.

Events are subject to change.

Special thanks to the NDSU Foundation Impact Fund for generous support of Festival Concert Hall.
**Jazz Lab Band**
Directed by Jeremy Brekke

- The Buckethead Shuffle....................................................... Tony Guerrero
  Arr. George Stone
  - Dylan Smith, guitar
  - Colin Cason, tenor saxophone
  - Tyler Paulson, trombone
  - Sophie Lind, bass

- Song For My Farther............................................................ Horace Silver
  Arr. Ian McDougall
  - Colin Cason, tenor saxophone
  - Robert Balek, trumpet
  - Jack Wilson, tenor saxophone
  - Bryce Lang, trumpet

- Stardust.......................................................... Hoagy Carmichael & Mitchell Parish
  Arr. Bill Holman
  - Dylan Smith, guitar
  - Travis Elliason, trumpet

- La Fiesta.......................................................... Chick Corea
  Arr. Michael Philip Mossman
  - Colin Cason, tenor saxophone
  - Shane Titus, piano
  - Mark Rohleder, trombone
  - Emily Ehls, trumpet
  - Sophie Strand, drums

- Critical Mass.......................................................... Jeff Jarvis
  - Gabe Hagerott, alto saxophone
  - Dylan Smith, guitar

**Saxophones**
- Gabe Hagerott, alto
- Kati Lee, alto
- Colin Cason, tenor
- Jack Wilson, tenor
- Sidney Woitalawicz, baritone

**Trumpets**
- Travis Elliason
- Emily Ehls
- Robert Balek
- Maddie Ripka
- Tyler Bjerk
- Bryce Lang

**Trombones**
- Tyler Paulson
- Mark Rohleder
- Nick Palmer
- Zach Rohleder

**Rhythm Section**
- Shane Titus, piano
- Dylan Smith, guitar
- Sophie Lind, bass
- Sophie Strand, drums

**Jazz Ensemble**
Directed by Matthew Patnode

- Night Flight.......................................................... Sammy Nestico
  - Adam Madrigal, tenor sax
  - Byron Ward, trumpet

- Windows.......................................................... Chick Corea, arr. Mike Tomaro
  Featuring Sam Sharpe, trombone

- Polka Dots and Moonbeams.............................................. Jimmy Van Huesen, arr. Bill Holman
  Featuring Sam Sharpe, trombone

- Sambandrea Swing.......................................................... Don Menza
  - Adam Madrigal, tenor sax
  - Sam Sharpe, trombone
  - Jonas Biles, trumpet
  - Roy Heng, guitar
  - Dan Porwoll, drums

- Every Day I have the Blues .............................................. Peter Chapman, arr. Bob Ojeda
  Featuring Sewit Eskinder, vocalist
  - Nick Lero, alto sax
  - Isaac Homuth, trumpet
  - Mike Marmorstein, piano

- No Spring Chicken.......................................................... Chris Berg
  - McKenna Brown, baritone sax

*Also Featuring The Jazz Ensemble Class of 2020:*
- Eric Dill, tenor sax
- Maddie Huffman, trumpet
- Evan Wood, guitar
- Seth Schaeffer, bass

**Saxophones**
- Nick Lero, alto
- Rachel Olson, alto
- Adam Madrigal, tenor
- Cameron Solberg, tenor
- McKenna Brown, baritone

**Trumpets**
- Byron Ward
- Isaac Homuth
- Jonas Biles
- Zackary Carlson

**Trombones**
- Sam Sharpe
- Harry Hall
- Mackenzie Johnson
- Everette Glower, (bass trombone)

**Rhythm Section**
- Mike Marmorstein, piano
- Roy Heng, guitar
- Andrew Mahoney, bass
- Dan Porwoll, drums